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INTRODUCTION 
A set of elements with a binary operation is called a system, or, 
more explicitly, a mathematical system. [ 2] The following discussion 
will involve systems with only one operation. This operation will be 
denoted by '' ·" and will sometimes be referred to as a product. 
A system, s, of n elements (x 1, x2, ••• , xn) is associative if 
xi·(xj -xk) = (xi-xj)•xk 
for all i, j, ks n. 
In a modern algebra class the following problem was proposed. 
What is the least nmnber of elements a system can have and be non-
associative? A system, s, of n elements (x1,x 2, ••• , xn) i~ nob-
associative if it fails to be associative which implies that 
xi • (xj •xk) f (xi 0 xj)•xk 
for some i, j 1 k s n. It is obvious that a system of one element 
must be associative. Any binary operation could have but one result. 
A nonassociative system of two elements (a,b) can be constructed by 
letting a•a = b, b •a = b. 
a•(a.a) = a•b, 
and (a• a ).a = b•a == b. 
If a . b = a, then 
a•(a•a) f (a , a)•a. 
Thus, the system is nonassociative. 
As is often the case this question leads to others. Are there 
systems of n elements (x1, x2, •••, xn) such that 
Xi · (Xj •xk) f (xi •xj)•xk 
for all i, j, ks n? If such systems exist, what are their character-
istics? Such questions as these led to the development of this paper. 
A system, s, of n elements (x1, x2, ••• , xn) where 
Xi O ( X j" xk) f (Xi O X j ) O xk 
for all i, j, ks n is called an anti-associative system. 
The purpose of this paper is to establish the existence of anti-
asso ciative systems of n elements and to find characteristics of these 
systems in as much detail as possible. 
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Propositions will first be considered that apply to anti-associative 
systems in general. Then anti-associative systems of two, three, and 
four elements will be obtained. The general results that each of these 
special cases lead to will be developed. A special type of anti-associa-
tive system will be considered. These special anti-associative systems 
suggest a broader field. For a set of elements a group of classes of 
systems is defined. The operation may be associative, anti-associative, 
or neither. Many questions are left unanswered as to the characteristics 
of anti-associative systems, but this paper opens new avenues to attack 
a broader problem. 
GENERAL PROPERTIES 
There are severa l properti es of an ti -associative systems in general 
tha t wi ll be of value in la ter dis cussi ons. These properties will be 
presented in the form of theorems. 
Theorem l . If a system, s, of n elements (x 1, x2' . . . , x) is anti-n 
associative, then Sis not commutative. 
Note: A system, s, of n el ements (x1, x2, ••• 
if x.•x . = x.•x. for a ll i, j s n. 
l J J l 
Pro of : This proof is by contr adic tion. Assume 
tiveo Let a be an element of S. 
a ,( a.a ) = (a,a )~a. 
, x) is commutative 
n 
that Sis commuta-
This contr adicts the hypothesis th at Si s anti-associative. 
Theorem 2. If a system, s, is an ti -ass oci at ive, then a•a ~ a for 
eac h element a of s. 
Proof: This proof is by contr adic tion. 
Assume th at a•a = a where a is an element of s. 
a• (a• a ) = a•a = a. 
(a,a ,a = a•a = a. 
a, (a.a ) = (a •a ).a. 
This contr adicts the hypothesis th at Si s anti- asso ci at ive. 
CorolJary o If a system, s, of n e lements (x 1, x2' ••• , xn) is 
ant i -as soci ative, then it ha s no righ t or left identity. 
Note: A system , s, of n elements (x1, x2, • •• , xn) has a right 
identity, x, where g is a const ant and gs n, if x . •X = x . g l g l 
for a ll i s n . 
. ~. , x ) has a left 
n 
identi ty ,¾' where his a const ant and h s n, if xh,xi = xi 
for a ll i s n . 
If a system ha s a right and left identity and th ey are the 
same element, then this eleme nt is ca ll ed the identity of the 
Pro.:,f : Thi:1 proof is by contr adictiono 
!1i::ff Lm1e th at S has a right identity JI X • g 
4 
X •X = X • g g g 
Theorem 2 states that if a system has such an element it is 
not anti-associative. 
This contradicts the original hypothesis that Sis anti-asso-
ciative. 
Assume that S has a left identity,~· 
~-~ = ~-
Theorem 2 states that if a system has such an element, then 
the system is not anti- associative. 
This contradicts the original hypothesis that Sis anti-
associative. 
Anti-associative systems are not commutative, and any element a of 
the system is such that a•a ~ a. The second condition implies that an 
anti-associative syst em has no right or left identity. 
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ANTI-ASSOCIATIVE SYSTEMS OF TWO ELEMENTS 
------ ---- - - -----
In order to be anti-associative a system of two elements (a,b) must 
have a•a = b (Theorem 2), b•b = a (Theorem 2). Also a,b -::j. b•a as a•a 
cormnutes and b•b commutes; thus, by Theorem 1 a•b can not commute, If 
a•b = a, then b•a = b. If a•b = b, then b•a = a, This can be put in 
the form of operation tables. The two tables are: 
~I a b r:: b a b bl b a , b • 
These tables are the same form as the ordinary multiplication table: 
X 1 2 3 
1 1 2 3 
2 2 4 6 
3 3 6 9 
All anti-associative systems of two elements must be of these forms, 
but different symbols may be used for the two elements. It must be 
shown that each of these systems is anti-associative. 
The system, s, of two elements (a, b) such that 
r::-
can easily be shown to be anti-associative, 
either element of the systemo 
xi• (xj•a) = xi•b = a with i, ji ~ 2. 
(x.•x.)•a = b, ]. J 
x ... (x.•a) -::J. (x.•x.)•a. 
1 J 1 J 
X.•(X •b) = X,•a = b, 
1 ~ 1 
(xi,xj ·)·b = a. 
xi•(xj•b) -::j. (xi,xj)•b, 
Let x. with i ~ 2 represent 
]. 
Xi•(xj,xk) -::j. (xi•xj)•xk for all i, j, k ~ 2. 
Sis anti-associati ve . 
In a like manner the system, s, of two elements (a,b) such that 
6 
t: 
can be shown to be anti-associative. I.et x. with i ~ 2 represent either 
J. 
element of the system. 
a•(x 1 ,xj) = b with i, j ~ 2. 
(a•x )•x = b•x = a. 
i J i 
a•(xi,xj) f (a,x 1 )•xj. 
b•(x 1•xj) = a. 
(b 0 x1 ).xj = a•xj = b. 
b•(x 1•xj) f (b•xi)•xj. 
x1 •(xj-xk) f (xi•xj)•xk for all i, J, k ~ 2. 
Sis anti-associative. 
There is a special relationship between the two anti-associative 
systems of two elements. If, in either one of these systems, the columns 
become the corresponding rows, the second system is found. The xi,xj 
I 
element of the original system becomes the xj,xi element of the second 
system. These two systems are called transposes of each other. Thus, 
in a system of two elements the transpose of an anti-associative system 
is also anti-associative. Is this true of systems of more than two 
elements? 
Theorem 3. If a system, s, of n elements (x1, x2, •••, xn) is 
anti-associative, then its transpose, S', is anti-associative. 
Proof: X/xj = x •x1 for all 1., j :s: n. 
x11(xjlxk~ = (xk,xj)•xi for all 
(xiJxj) .•xk = xk• (xj"xi ). 
xk•(xj.xi) f (xk•xj)•xi. 
xi!(xjlxk) f (x1Jxj)lxk. 
1., j 1 k :s: n. 
Thus., the transpose of an anti-associative system is anti-
associative. 
The anti-associative systems of two elements appear to conform to a 
pattern. Each column (or row) of the operation table is composed of one 
single element which differs from the operation element of the column (or 
row). Does this same pattern hold for anti-associative systems of n 
elements? 
Theorem 4. If a system, s, of n elements (x1, x2, ••• , 
that x • x = x. -f x ( or x • x. = xh f= x ) where i = l, 2, ••• i g h g g l g 
an arbitrary constant, g ~ n, his a constant; hf= g and h ~ 
an anti-associative system. 
Proof: x. • (x .•x ) = x • x. f xh for all i ., j ~ n. 
l J g i h 
(xi•xj)•x =¾· 
Xi• ( X . • X ~ f ( X . X . ) X • J g l J g 
x. • (x.•xk) f- (x.$x.)•xk for all i, j, k ~ n. 
l J l J 
Thus, Sis anti-associative. 
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x ) is such 
n 
, n ; g is 
n, then Sis 
There exist an ti -associative systems of any fin ite number of elements 
which are of the form of the anti -associative syste ms of two elements (see 
above). 
Any extension of the operation table of an anti-associative system of 
two elements by repeat i ,.g any column (or ro w) and its corresponding row 
(or column) gives an anti-associative system of the form of Theorem 4. 
It does not matter what symbol is used to represent the new element. As 
an example, the anti-associative system, 
~ 
can be extended by repeating the first row and then the first column. 
Repeeting the first row gives 
• a b C 
a b a 
b b a 
C b a 
and repeating the first column gives 
a b C 
a b a b 
b b a b 
C b a b 
, 
The resulting system is of the form of Theorem 4 and is therefore anti-
associative. This system can be extended a second time by repeating a 
row (or column) and its corresponding column (or row) from the first ex-
tension. This may be done any number of times. The operation will onl y 
result in the original two elements. It can be shown that all 
anti-associative 
Theorem 5. 
system, s, of n 
systems can be extended in the same way. 
If an element x 1 is adjoined to an anti-associative n+ 
elements (x1, x2, •••, xn) such that 
X •X = X •X 
n+l i g i 
xj •Xn+l = xj"xg 
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Where i = 1, 21 ••• , 1.; j = 1, 2, ••• ,.·,n, n+l, g is a constant and g :s: n, 
then the extended system is anti-associative. 
Proof: x. • (x .•xk) f (x. •X. )•xk for all i, j, k ~ n 
i J i J 
If i = n+l, then 
xn+l·(xj,xk) = xg•(xj,xk), and 
(x •x )•x = (x •x )•x • 
n+l j k g j k 
Thus, xn+l•(xj•xk) f (xn+l·xj)•xk. 
If j = n+l or k = n+l, the proof can be obtained in a 
similar manner. 
If i,j = n+l, then 
X •(x •X) = X •(x •X) = X •(x •X ), and 
n+l n+l k n+l g k g ~ k 
(x 1,x 1 )•xk = (x •X +l)•xk = (x •X )·x~. n+ n+ g n g g h 
Thus, x 1 .(x 1.xk) f (x 1 -x 1 )•xk. n+ n+ n+ n+ 
If j_, j = n+l or J, k = n+l, the proof can be obtained in a 
similar manner. 
If i,j,k= n+l, then 
x •(x •x )=x •(x•x )=x •(x•x)=x•(x•x), 
n+l n+l n+l n+l g n+l n+l g g g g g 
and 
(xn+1·xn+1)·xn+l = (xg,xn+l)•xn+l = (xg•xg)-xn+l = (xg•xg)•xg. 
Thus, xn+l·(xn+l·xn+l) f (xn+1·xn+1)·xn+1• 
Thus, xi•(xj•xk) i (xi•xj)•xk for all i, j, k :s: n+l. 
The extended system is anti-associative. 
The extension can be repeated any number of times. Each extension 
gives an anti-associative system, and any anti-associative system can be 
extended in this way. 
A two-element anti-associative system (x1,x 2 ) can be extended to an 
element (x1, x2' •••, xn) anti-associative system such that the element 
x.•x . = x1 or x.•x. = x2 for all i, j :s: n. i J i J 
Although there were only two anti-associative systems of two ele-
ments, they opened the way to anti-associative systems of any finite 
number of elements and helped establish a way of extending all anti-
associative systems. 
ANTI-ASSOCIATIVE SYSTEMS OF THREE ELEMENTS 
Some anti-associative systems of three elements have already been 
found. It must be determined whether there are others. The number of 
systems increases rapidly as the number of elements increases. 
If the binary operation is called a product, there are four pr~ducts 
in a system of two elements. Each of these products can result in either 
of the two elements. This gives a possibilty of 24 or 16 different 
systems of two elements. 
The systems of three elements have nine different products, and each 
product can result in any of the three elements. There is a possibility 
of 39 or 19,683 different systems of three elements. Thus, many more 
difficulties wil .l arise in working with three-element systems than in 
working with two-element systems. 
A mapping of Tinto T' where T and T' are two sets of elements, is 
a correspondence between T and T' that associates with each element, a, 
of Ta unique element, a', of T'. [4] 
A mapping of Tinto T' is a mapping of Tonto T' if each element, 
a', of T' corresponds to some element, a, of T. The mapping of Tonto T' 
is a ~-to-~ mapping of Tonto T' if for each pair of elements (a,b) 
of T, a~ b implies that in the corresponding pair of elements (a',b') 
of T ', that a' f. b 1 , [ 4] 
The notation ~will be used for a one-to-one mapping. 
I.et Sand S 1 be systems with elements x1, x2' ••• , xn and 
xi, x2, . • . , x~ respectively. A one-to-one mapping S ~ S' of the 
elements of S onto those of S' is called an isomorphism if whenever 
x1 ~ x1 ' and x2;;::!'x2', then x~ x2 ~ x1 ~ : x2 ' • 
groups as defined by Hall. [ 3 J ) 
(See isomorphism between 
Theorem 6. If an isomorphism exists between a system, s, of n ele-
memts (x1, x2, .••• > xn) and an anti-associative system, S1, of n ele-
ments Ex1 1 , x2 1 , ••• , xn'), then the system, Sis anti-associative. 
Proof• x '.( 'x '•x 1 ) J. (x '•X ')•x ' for all i 1 J', k ~ n. 
· i j k r i j k 
I.et x:i'~xi for all is; n. 
X 1«X: ' -x • X i j - i j. 
X j I - xk I ~ X j" xk. 
xi'· (xj 1 , xk') ~xi. (xj ,xk). 
( X • I • X • I ) • xk f .=: ( X •• X • ) • xk. 
l J l J 
An isomorphism is a one-to-one mapping. 
Thus, x.•(x.•xk) "f (x.•x.)•xk. 
l J l J 
The system, s, is anti-associati ve. 
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In order to find al! anti-associative systems of three elements, a 
definite procedure must be set up. All possibilities will be covered by 
letting a•a = a, a•a = b, a•a = c respectively. In each case the other 
products need to be defined so as to give an anti-associative system. 
Case 1. Let a,a = a. This could not possibly give an anti-associa-
tive system (Theorem 2). 
Case 2. Let a,a = b. This will be divided into three subcases where 
a•b = a, a•b = b, a•b = c respectively. 
Case 2A. Let a•a = b, a•b = a. The rest of t he products must be 
defined in such a way that xi •(xj•xk) "f (xi,xj)•xk for all i, j, ks 3. 
Each product will be defined so as to give each element of the system 
respectively. Upon each assumption it will be determined whether there 
exists i, j, k such that x.•(x.•xk) = (x.•x.)•xk. If such i, j, k exist 
l J l J 
then the resulting system could not be anti-associative. The combination 
must be rejected. In t his way it will be determined whether an anti-asso-
ciative system is possible when a•a = b, a•b = a. 
Assume that b•a = a when a•a = b, a•b = a. 
a •(a•a) = a•b = a. 
(a•a )•a = b•a = a. 
a•(a.a) = (a.a)•a. 
No anti-associative system can exist when a.a= b, a•b = a, b•a = a. 
Assume that b•a = b. Chart l develops the only possible anti-associative 
syetems when a.a = b, a•b = ,a.1 b•a = b. These systems are: 
(1) 
a b C (2) 'f:l. b C (3) a b C • . • 
a b a a '3. b a a ,,. b a b 
b a a b a a b b a b 
C b a a , C C a a , C b 8 b , 
If 
••• = b 
a•b = a 
b•• = b 
Chart 1 
Possible Anti-associative Systems when a-a= b, a•b = a, b•a = b. 
Assume Then 
a•C = C b•(a.c) = b,c and (b-a).c = b,c 
&•C = 8 
b·b = b 1---.llrh,(b,b) = b,b and (b,b)•b = b•b L.---- .... 
•b = a 
•C = b 
•C = a 
.b = b 
C•b = 8 
c.c = C 
C•C = b 
C•C = 8 
C•8 = 8 
C•8 = b 
or 
C•8 = C 
a,(b.c) = a,b = a and (a,b)•c = a.c = a 
a.(b•c) = a•c and (a,b),c = a,c 
a.(c,b) = a,b and (a,c),b = a,b 
a-(c-b) = &•C = a and (a•c)•b = a•b = a 
c.(c.c) = c.c and (c,c)-c · ·c.c 
c,(c.c) = c•b • a and (c•c)•c = b.c = a 
c•(a•b) = c,a = a and (c•a)•b = a•b = a 
This gives systems 1 and 2. 
Contradicts 
Definition 
so 
B•C # C 
b,b # b 
b•C• /. b 
C •b /. b 
C•b /. C 
C•C # C 
C•C f. b 
C•a 1 8 _ 
or 
Assume 
a.c = b 
C•a = 8 
c,a = c 
C•a = b 
b•c = a 
b,c = C 
b·c = b 
C•C = C 
C•C = 8 
C•C = b 
b·b = b 
b·b = a 
or . 
b,b = C 
c•b = b 
C•b = 8 
or 
C•b = C 
Then 
c-(a-b) = c.a = a and (c,a)•b = a-b = a 
a.(c,a) = a,c =band a-c).a = b~a = b 
a• a,c = a-b = a and a,a .c = b•c = a 
a• b,c = a,c and a•b •c = a,c 
c•(c,c) = C•C and (c,c),c = C•C 
c•(c,c) = c,a =band (c,c) 0 c = B•C = b 
b•(b-b) = b•b and (b,b)•b = b·b 
c,(c,c) = c,b =band (c.c)-c = b,c = b 
This gives systems 3, 4, 5 and 6. 
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Contradicts 
Definition 
so 
C•8 # 8 
C•B /. C 
a 
b,c /. C 
C•C /. C 
C•C /. 8 
b.b /. b 
C•bf.b 
12 
(4) (5) (6) 
. a b C a b C a b C 
a b a b a b a b a b a b 
b b a b b b C b b b C b 
C b C b , C b a b , C b C b • 
Assume that bea = c. Chart 2 develops the only possible anti-asso-
ciative systeme when a.a= b, a•b = a, b 0 a = c. These l!lyetems are: 
(7) (8) 
~ a b C a b C 
a b 8 a a b a a 
b C a a b C a e. 
C b a a , C C a a ,. 
It must now be shown that these eight systems are anti-associative. 
Systems 1 and 3 are anti-assod.ative by Theorem 4. Systems 4, 5, and 
can be shown to be anti-associative by letting x. repreeent the three 
l 
elements of the system where i :-;; 3. 
x.,(x.,a) = X.• b where x . . b = e. or x.• b = c. l J l l l 
(x . .. x. )•a = b. l J 
xi •(xj' b) = xi.a = b, or x. • (x. •b) = X. •C = b. l J l 
(x.,x . )•b = a, or (x.•x . )•b = c. l J l J 
x.•(x .• c) = X.•b where x. •b = a or X.•b = c. l J l l l 
(xi•xj)•c = b. 
X. • (x. •Xk) /: (x . •X . ) •xk for all i, j, k :-;; 3. 
l J l J 
Systems 4, 5, 6 are anti-associative. 
Systems 2, 7, 8 can be shown to be anti-associative in a similar 
manner. 
x . •(x .• a) 
l J 
(xlxj),a 
x . •(x . •b) 
l J 
= x. • b = a, or x. • ( x • a ) 
l l j 
= b, or X • • ( X • • 8 ) = C • 
l J 
= x •a where x •a - b or i i 
(x . •x.)•b = a. 
l J 
x .• (x .• c) = x •a where x •a= b or 
l J i i 
(x.•x.)•c = a. 
= X.• C = l 
X.• a = c. 
l 
X.• a = c. l 
l J 
x. 0 (x.•xk) /: (x.•x.)•xk for all i, j, k ~ n. 
l J l J 
Systems 2, 7, and 8 are anti-associative. 
a. 
There are eight anti-associative systems where a•a = b, a•b = b. 
Case 2B. Let a•a = b, a•b = b. As!ume that b•a = b. 
a•(a•a) = a•b = b. 
6 
It AHUDe 
•••• b C•a • a 
a•b • • 
b•a • C C•& • b 
Then 
C• C•C • C•C and (c,c),c. C•C 
c,(c,a) = c,b =band (c,c),a • a•a • b 
c, a-a) = c•b = c and (c•a)•a • b•a • c 
b. b·b = b.b arid b,b ,b = b·b 
C• b•b • c,c = a and (c,b),b = a,b = a 
b, b.a • b•c =band b,b •a = a-.a = b 
a. b,c = a,c and a,b •C • a•e 
•· b•a = a,c =band a•b •C • a•c = b 
b•(a,c) • b•c • a and (b•a).c = c,c • a 
Thia g1 .... B¥•tem 7. 
Contradict, 
Defini:'ion 
10 
C•C IC 
b,c # b 
b,c '1 C 
a•C '1 b 
a•C '1 C 
Chart 2 
Poaaible Anti-aeaociative Systems when a•a = b , a•b = a, b•a • c. 
Aaeume Then 
a• b•a • a•c • b and (a, b) •a = a,a = b 
ll•(c•a) = a, _c = c and (a.c),a = c,a = c 
b • b,b = b•b and (b,b)•b = b•b 
b•(a•a) = b •b = c and (b •a),a = c,a = c 
a•{b,c) • a,b = a abd (a, b),c = a,c = a 
b,(c.a) = b•c • c and (b •c),a = c,a = o 
a,(c•b) = a•b a a and (a•c),b = a•b = a 
C•(b•b) = c,a • c and (c,b),b = c,b = c 
c,(c,c) = c,c and (c,c),c = c,c 
C•C = b c ,(c , c) = c•b = a and (c, c )•c = b,c = a 
C•C = a Thie gives eyatem 8. 
Contradicts 
Definition 
80 
B•C # b 
a,c '1 C 
b ,b, b 
b•b # C 
C•b '1 b 
C•b; C 
C•C ; C 
Then 
c,(a ,a)= c•b = c and (c,a),a = b,a = c 
c,(b.a) = C•C •band (c,b),a = a,a = b 
a.(b•a) = a-c =band (a,b),a = a,a . : b 
a,(c,c) = a•b • a and (a•c),c • a•c • a 
a,(b,c) - a•c and (a.b)•c • a•c 
c-(b,c = c•b =band c•b ,c -=. b•c = b 
b·b = a b•(c,b) = b•b = a and (b,c)•b = a.b = a 
b·b = b b•(b,b) = b•b and (b•b)•b = b,b 
b•b = C b•(C•C) = b•b = c and (b,c)•c = a• .c a c 
Thus, no peaeible anti-aaeeciative eyatem, 
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Contradicts 
Definition 
80 
a•C b 
&•C C 
C 
b 
(a•a)•a = b•a = b. 
a•(a•a) = (a.a)•a. 
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No anti-associative system can exist when a•a = b, a,b = b, b•a = b. 
Assume that b•a = a. a•a = b, a•b = b, b•a = a is the transpose of 
the systems of chart 1 where a•a = b, a•b = a, b•a = b. a•a = b, a•b = b, 
b•a = a will, thus, give anti-associative systems which are transposes of 
systems 1 through 6 by Theorem 3. The transpose of systems 1 through 6 
are: 
(9) 
(12) 
a b C 
a b b b 
b a a a 
c a a a , 
• a b C 
a b b b 
b a a c 
C b b b 1 
(10) 
(13) 
a b C 
a b b C 
b a a a 
c a a a , 
a b C 
a b b b 
b a C S 
C b b b 1 
(11) 
(14) 
a b C 
a b b b 
a a a 
C b b b 1 
• a b C 
a b b b 
b a c c 
C b b b • 
If b•a = c, chart 3 develops the only possible anti-associative 
systems where a.a~ b, a•b = b, b•a = c. These systems are: 
(15) 
a b C 
a b b b 
b C C C 
c a a a , 
( 18) 
(16) 
• a b C 
a b b b 
b C C a 
C b b b 1 
• a b C 
a b b b 
b c a a 
C b b b , 
(19) 
a b C 
a b b b 
b C C C 
C b b b • 
(17) 
a b C 
a b b b 
b C a C 
C b b b , 
System 15 is anti-associative by Theorem 4. Systems 16 through 19 
can be shown to be anti-associative by the following equations. 
a•(x.•x.) = b. 
1. J 
(a•xi)•xj = b•xj where b•xj = c or b•xj = a. 
b • ( X . • X . ) = C' or ( b. X. ) • X . = a • 
1. J 1. J 
(b•xi)•x. = c•xj = b or (b•xi)•xj = a•xj = b. 
C •(X • X ) = b i j 
(c•xi)•xj = b•xj where b•xj = c er b•xj = a. 
If 
••• IS 
•• b = b 
b•• = C 
Assume 
C•B = C 
c,a = a 
b•b = a 
b•b = b 
b,b = C 
b•c = a 
b•c = b 
b•C = C 
C•b = b 
C•b: C 
C•b = 8 
8•C = 8 
B•C = C 
B•C = b 
C•C = C 
C•C = b 
C•C = 8 
Chart 3 
Possible Anti-associative Systems when a-a= b, a•b = b, b•a = c. 
Then 
c,(a•b) = c•b and (c,a)•b = c•b 
b•(a•a) = b,b = a and {~·a),a = c,a = a 
b•(b•b) = b•b and {b•b)•b = b•b. 
b•{b,a) = b•c = a and (b•b),a = c,a = a 
b•{c,a) = b,a = c and {b·c),a = b,e = c 
c,(a•a) = c,b =band (c,a)·a = a,a = b 
c~(b,c) = c-c and (c,b)•c = c,c 
a,(c,e) = a.a and (a•c ,e = a,a 
e-(a,c) = a,c = c and {a,a),c = b,c = c 
C• C•C = C•C and C•C •C = C•C 
c,(b•c) = c,c =band (c•b)•c = a•c = b 
This gives system 15, 
Contradicts 
Definition 
so 
C 
b,b # a 
b •C "f a 
c-bf.b 
c·b -::/-c 
a 
C 
C•C f. b 
or 
Assume 
C•8 = b 
B•C = 8 
a,c = c 
B•C = b 
C•C = C 
C•C = a 
c,c = b 
C•b = 8 
C•b = C 
c~b = b 
b,b = b 
b·b = a 
or . 
b•b = C 
b•c = -a 
or 
b•C = C 
Then 
a-{c,a) = a,b =baud {a•c •a= a.a= b 
a,(c,a) = a,b =band (a,c)•a = c,a = b 
c,{c-c) = c•c and {c,c)-c = c•c 
c-(c,c) = c,a =band (c,c)-c = a,c = b 
c•{b,a) = c,c =band {c,b).a = a,a = b 
c-{a,a) = c,b = c and (c,a),a = b,a = c 
b • (b • b) = b • b and (b, b) • b = b. b 
c;{c,c) = c•b =band (c•c),c = b•c = b 
This gives systems 16, 17, 18 and 19. 
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Contradicts 
Definition 
so 
a 
a,c "f C 
C•C f. C I 
C•C f. B 
c•b fa 
c,bf.c 
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xi•{xj,xk) -~ (xi,xj)•xk for all i, j 1 k ~ 3. 
Systems. 16 t hrough 19 are anti-associative. 
There are 11 anti-associative systems that result from letting 
a•a = b, a,b .= b. 
Case 4C •. . Let a•a = b, .a,b = c. Assume that b,a = c. 
a .• (a.a) = a•b = c. 
.(a•a )•a = b•a = c. 
a ,(a .. a) = (a,a)•a. 
No anti-associative system can exist when a•a = b, a•b = c, b•a = c. 
Assume that b•a = a. a•a = b, a,b = c, b•a = a is the transpose of 
the systems .of chart 2 where &•a= b, a•b = a, b•a = c. a,a • b, 
8-•b =- c, b,a = a will, thus, give anti-associative systems which are 
transposes of systems 7 and 8 by Theorem 3. The transposes of systems 
7 and 8 are: 
(20) (21) 
.. a 'b C a b C 
a b C b a b C C 
b a 8 a b a a a 
C a a a , C a a • • 
Assume that b,a = b. a,a = b, a•b = c, b~a = b is the transpose 
:the systems . of chart 3 where a,a = b, a,b = b, b,a 
a•b =-c, b•a = b will, thus, give anti-associative 
transposes 
systems 15 
(22) 
.. a 
a b 
b b 
C b 
of systems 15 throu gh 19 by Theorem 3. 
t hrough 19 are: 
(23) 
b C a b C 
C a a b C b 
C a b b a b 
C a , C b a b , 
( 25) (26) 
. a b C 
' a b 
a b C b a b C 
b b C b b b C 
C b a b , C b C 
= c. a•a = b, 
systems which are 
The transposes of 
(24) 
• a b 
a b C 
b b a 
C b C 
C 
b 
b 
b • 
There are seven anti-associative systems where a,a = b, a,b = c. 
Altoget her there are -26 anti-associative systems where a•a = b. 
of 
C 
b 
b 
b , 
Case 3. Let a•a = c. This case will be divided into three subcases 
where a•c = a, a,c = b, a•c = c respectively. 
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Case 3A. Let S•a = c, a•c = a, Case 2A can be applied here 
by _ t he interchange of band c. The new systems (27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 321 
33, 34) are isomorphic to the systems of case 2A. The one-to-one map-
ping is a ~a, b ·~c, c ~b. Thus systems 2:7 through 34 are anti-associa-
tive by Theorem 6. 
(27) 
a b C 
a c a a 
b c a a 
c c a a , 
(30) 
8 b C 
a c c a 
b C C b 
C C C a , 
(33) 
(28) 
(31) 
8 b C 
a c a a 
b c a a 
c b a a , 
8 b C 
a c a a 
b b a a 
c c a a , 
• 8 b C 
a c c a 
b C C a 
C C C b , 
(34) 
a b C 
a c a a 
b b a a 
c b a a • 
(29) 
(32) 
• a b C 
a c c a 
b C C 8 
C C C & , 
a b C 
a c c a 
b C C b 
C C C b , 
There are eight anti-associative systems where a.a= c, a•c = a. 
Case 3B. Let a•a = c, a•c = b. Case 2C cam be applied here by the 
interchange of band c. The new systems (35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41) 
are isomorphic to the systems of case 2C. The one-to-one mapping is 
a;::!a, b;zc, c~b. Thus systems 35 through 41 are anti-associative by 
Theorem 6. 
(35) 
(38) 
• a b C 
a C C b 
b a a a 
c a a a , 
a b' C 
8 C C b 
b C C a 
C C C a 1 
(36) 
(39) 
8 b C 
8 C b b 
b a a a 
C 8 8 8 1 
8 b C 
8 C C b 
b c, c b 
C C C 8 , 
(37) 
(40) 
• & b C 
a C a b 
b C II b 
C C a b , 
8 b C 
a C C b 
b C C 8 
C C C p , 
(41) 
a b C 
a C C b 
b C C b 
C C C b • 
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There are seven anti-associative systems where a•a = c, a•c = b. 
Case 3c. Let a•a = c, a,c = c. Case 2B can be applied here by the 
interchange of band c. The new systems (42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 
50, 51, 52) are isomorphic to the systems of case 2B. The one~to-one map-
ping is a ~a, b~c, c ~b. Tnus systems 42 through 52 are anti-associa-
tive by Theorem 6. 
(42) 
( 45) 
( 48) 
8 b C 
8 C C C 
b a a a 
c a a a , 
8 b C 
8 C C C 
b C C C 
c a b a , 
8 b C 
8 C C C 
b a a a 
C b b b , 
(51) 
(43) 
(46) 
(49) 
8 b C 
8 C C C 
b C C C 
C b 8 b , 
• 8 b C 
8 C b C 
b a a a 
c a a a , 
8 b C 
8 C C C 
b C C C 
c a a b , 
a b C 
8 C C C 
b C C C 
c b a a , 
(52) 
8 b C 
8 C C C 
b C C C 
C b b b • 
(44) 
(50) 
a b C 
8 C C C 
b C C C 
c a a a , 
8 b C 
8 C C C 
b C C C 
C a b b 1 
• a b C 
8 C C C 
b C C C 
C b b 8 J 
There are 11 anti-associative systems where a•a = c, a•c = c. 
There are 26 anti-associative systems where a•a = c. 
Altogether there are 52 anti-associative systems of three elements. 
These systems can be divided into two classes. The first class of systems 
(1, 3, 9, 11, 15, 19, 22, 26, 27, 29, 37, 41, 42, 44, 48, 52) is such that 
X •X = x.. ~ X (or X •X. = x.. ~ X ), i g h g g 1 h g 
the form of Theorem 4. Each column (or row) contains only one element 
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which differs from the operation element of the columr ' (or row). The 
seqond _class of sy~tems (2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10, 12, 13, 14, 16, i,7, 18, 
20, 21, 23, 24, 25, 28, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 38, 39, 40, 43, 45, 
46, 47, 49, 50, 51) has a column (or row) which contains two elements, 
neither being the same as the operation element of the column (or row). 
The other two columns (or rows) consist of the operation element of the 
aforementioned column (or row). 
Any of these anti-associative systems can be extended any number 
of times by the principle of Theorem 5. 
ANTI-ASSOCIATIVE SYSTEMS OF FOUR ELEMENTS 
The system 
• 8 b C d 
a b c a a 
b b C 8 a 
c b c a a 
d b C 8 b 
is anti-associative. This is verified by the following equations. 
Xi•(Xj•a) = Xi•b = c. 
(xi•xj )•a = b. 
X •(x •b) = X •C = a. i j i 
(x1,xj)•b = c. 
x •(x •c) = x ,a= b., i j i 
(x •X )•c = a. i j 
x •(x •d) = x •a= b, or x •(x •d) = x •b = c. 1 j i i j 1 
(xi•xj)•d = a•d = a, (xi•xj)•d = b•d = a, or (x1•xj)•d = c•d = a. 
x1•(xj•xk) ~ (xi.xj)•xk for all 1, J, k ~ 4. 
The first three elements form an anti-associative system as can be 
seen by the previous equations. Thus, this is an example of an extension 
of an anti-associative system, but is not the same type of extension as 
that of Theorem 5. Thus, all anti-associative systems of four elements 
cannot be found just by extending the anti-associative systems ef three 
elements. 
Interesting anti-associative systems of four elements can be found., 
Using the . previous methods ef this pa.per, it becomes a long and tedi us 
task to find all anti-asseciati~e systems of feur elements. New methods 
are needed to continue this line of development., 
CYCLIC ANTI-ASSOCIATIVE SYSTEMS 
A special type of anti-associative system will .be defined that will 
make it , possiple to work with equalities. A system, s, of n elements 
(x1, . x2' -·· - , xn) such that (xi,xj)•xk = ¾+m whenever xi•(xj•xk) = ~ 
for all i, j, ks n and O < m < n will be clclic anti-associative. It 
is underst .~od that xi+n = xi. 
__ A two-element system that is anti-associative is obviously cyclic 
anti-associative with .m = l. See work on two-element anti-associative 
systems . pag~s 5 and 6. A system which is not anti-associative cann0t be 
cyclic anti-associative. There are two cyclic anti-associative systems 
of two-elements. 
- Cyclic anti-associative systems of three elemente can have m = 1 or 
rn.-;- 2_ -All of the cyclic anti-associative systems of three elements 
.(a.,. b, c) .with m = 1 can be found by taking the casee where a•a = a, 
a•a = h,.. a•a = c respectively. 
Case l. Let a•a = a. An anti-associative system is not p@ssible 
{TheQrem 2) .. A system which is not anti-associative cannet be cyclic 
anti-associative. A cyclic anti-associative system is not possible when 
a•a = a • . 
Case 2. Let a•a = b. Subcases will be used where a•b = a, a•b = b, 
a•b = c respectively. 
Case 2A. Let a.a= b, a•b = a. 
a•(a•a) = a•b = a. 
(a•a).a = b•a. 
By the definition of cyclic anti-associative system with m = l, it is 
seen that b 0 a = b. 
a•(a,b) = a 0 a = b. 
(a-a)•b = b•be 
Thus, b•b = c. 
Then 
b•(a•a) = b•b = c. 
(b•a)•a = b•a = b. 
This shows that the system where a•a = b, a•b = a cannot be cyclic 
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anti-associative. 
Case 2B. Let a.a= b, a•b = b. Chart 4 develops the only p0ssible 
cyclic anti-asseciative system in which a.a= b, a•b = b. The operation 
table for this system is: 
(1) 
a b C 
a b b b 
b C C C 
c a a a ., 
The following equations verify that this system is cyclic anti-associative. 
a•(xi .. xj) = b. 
(a•xi)•xj = b•x 1 = c. 
b •(Xi• x) = c. 
(bpxi)•xj = C•Xj = a. 
c~(x 1 .. xj) = a. 
(c•xi)•xj = a•Xj = b. 
The system is cyclic anti-associative. 
Case 2C. Let a•a = b, a•b = c. 
a•(a•a) = a•b = c. 
b•a = a. 
Then 
b•(a•a) = b•b. 
(b•a)•a = a•a = b. 
b•(b•b) = b•a = a. 
(b•b)•b = a•b = c. 
This shows that the system where a•a = b, a•b = c cannot be cyclic anti-
associative. 
Case 3. Let a•a = c. Subcases will be used where a•c = a, a,c = b, 
a•c = c respectively. 
Case 3A. Let 8•8 = c, -8.•C = a. 
a•(a.a) = 8• C . = 8 • 
(a•a )•a = C•a• 
C•8 = b. 
a (a c) = a a = c. 
(a•a)•c = C•C• 
Chart 4 
The Cyclic Anti-associative System where a•a = b, a•b = b, m = 1. 
If Then 
B• 8 = b 
a-b = b 
a,( a,b) = a,b =band (a,a)•b = b,b 
a•(b,a) = a,c and (a•b)•a = b,a = c 
a•(a,c) = a•b =band (a-a)•c = b,c 
[ b•{a• a) = b,b = c and {b•a)•• = C•a 
b, (a• C) =bob= C and (b,a)•C = C•C 
By 
Definition 
b•a = C 
,--.-"'"'1 b•b = C 
8•C = b 
b,c = C 
c,a = a 
C•b = a 
,___...,. C•C = a 
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C•C = a. 
Then 
c•(c.c) = c•a = b. 
(c,c),c = a•c = a. 
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This shows that the system where a•a = c, a•c = a cannot be cyclic anti-
associative. 
Case 3B. Let a•a = c, B•C = b. Chart 5 develops the only possible 
cyclic anti-associative system in which a-a= c, a•c = b. The operation 
table for this system is: 
(2) 
~ a b C 
a c a b 
b C a b 
C C a b 
The following equations verify that this system is cyclic anti-associa-
tive. 
x . •(x.•a) = x •C = b. 
l J i 
(xi,xj)•a = c. 
x.•(x.•b) = x •a= c. 
l J i 
(xi•xj)•b a. 
Xi•(Xj•c) = Xi•b = a. 
(x.,x.), c = b. 
l J 
The system is cyclic anti-associative. 
Case 3c. Let a•a = c, a,c = c. 
a•(a,a) = a•c = c. 
C•a = a.. 
C•C = a. 
Then 
(a,a)•a = c•a. 
a•( a,c ) = a•c = c. 
(a•a )•c = c•c. 
c,(a•a) = c,c = a. 
(c.a),a = a•a = c. 
This shows that the system where a•a = c, a•c = c cannot be cyclic anti-
associative. 
There are only two cyclic anti-associative systems of three elements 
where m = 1. 
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Chart 5 
The Cyclic Anti-associative System where a•a = c, a•c = b, m = 1. 
If Then 
8•8 = C 
S•C =: b 
c•(a•a) = c,c and (c•a),a = c•a = c 
a•(c,a) = a•c =band (a,c)•a = b,a 
a•(a•c) = a•b &nd (a.a)•c = c,c = b 
a,(a.b) = a,a = c and (a,a)•b = c,b 
a.(c,b) = a•a = c and (a•c)•b = b•b 
a•( c •c) = a•b = a and (a,c),c = b,c 
By 
Definition 
C•8 = C 
C•C = b 
b,a = C 
a•b = a 
~--.... - C•b = 8 
b•b = a 
__ ._ , b • C :::: b 
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Let m = 2. Three cases will again be considered where a•a = a, 
a•a = b, a,a = c respectively. 
Case 1. Let a,a = a. No cyclic anti-associative system exists (see 
case 1 where m = 1). 
Case 2. Let a,a = b. Subcases will be used where a•b = a, a•b = b, 
a,b = c respectively, 
Case 2A. Let a,a = b, a•b = a. 
a•(a•a) = a,b = a. 
b·b = a. 
Then 
(a•a )•a = b•a. 
a•(a,b) = a•a = b. 
(a•a )•b = b•b. 
b•(b•b) = b•a = c. 
(b•b)•b = a•b = a. 
This shows that the system where a,a = b, a•b = a cann0t be cyclic anti-
associative. 
Case 2B. Let a,a = b, a•b = b. 
a,(a.a) = a,b = b. 
b•a = a. 
b•b = a. 
Then 
(a,a ).a = b-a. 
a•(a•b) = a•b = b. 
(a•a)•b = b•b. 
b•(b•b) = b,a = a. 
(b•b),b = a•b = b. 
This shows that the system where a•a = b, a•b = b cannot be cyclic 
anti-associative. 
Case 2C. Let a•a = b, a,b = c. Chart 6 develops the only pessible 
cyclic anti-associative system in which a.a= b1 a•b = c. The operation 
table for this system is: 
Chart 6 
The Cyclic Anti-associative System where a•a = b1 a•b = c, m = 2. 
If Then 
--- · a•(a 0 a) = a.b = c and (a.a),a = b•a 
a•(a•b) = 8•C and (a•a)•b =bob= C 
a•(a.c) = a,a =band (a•a),c = b 0 c 
a•(b•c) =a-a= band (a•b)•c = c,c 
a•(b,a) = a•b = c and (a•b)•a = c•a 
a•(b.b) = a•c = a and (a,b)•b = c•b 
By 
.,Definition 
b•a = b 
b•b = C 
11!.•C = 8 
b•c = a 
C•C = a 
C•b = C 
(3) 
a b C 
a b c a 
b b C a 
C b C a • 
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The following equations verify that this system is cyclic anti-associa-
tive. 
x.• (x.,a) = x.•b = c. ]. J ]. 
(x . ,x.),a = b. ]. J 
Xi•(Xj'b)° = X.• C = a. ]. 
(x . •x.)•b = c . ]. J 
x.,(x.,c) = X.• a = b. ]. J ]. 
(xi• xj ), c = a. 
The system is cyclic anti-associative. 
Case 3. I.et a•a = c. Subcases will be used where a,c = a, a,c = b, 
a,c = c respe ctively . 
Case 3A. I.et a,a = c, a• c = a. 
a. (a,a) = 8•C = a. 
(a,a ),a = c,a. 
c,a = a. 
a,(a,c) = 8•8 = c. 
(a•a ),c = c,c. 
C•C = b. 
Then 
c •(a,a) = c,c = b. 
(c,a),a = C•a = c. 
This shows that the system where a,a 
associative. 
Case 3B, I.et a,a = c, a•c = b . 
a•(a•a) = a•c = b. 
c,a = a. 
(a,a ),a = c,a. 
c•(a,a) = c,c. 
(c,a),a = aoa = c. 
c,(c,c)'= C•a = a. 
(c,c),c = a,c = b. 
= c, a,c = a cannot be cyclic anti-
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This shows that the system where a•a = c, a•c = b cannot be cyclic anti-
associative. 
Case 3c. Let &•a= c, a•c = c. Chart 7 develops the only possible 
cyclic anti-associative system for which a,a = c, a•c = c. The operation 
table for this system is: 
(4) 
8 b C 
a C C C 
b a a a 
C b b b • 
The following equations verify that this system is cyclic anti-asso-
ciative. 
a•(xi•xj) = c. 
(a,x . )•x = c•xj = b. 
b•(x\x .) = a. 
J. J 
(b•X )•X = a•X = c. 
c•(x~,xj) = b. j 
(c,x )•x = b•x = a. i j j 
The system is cyclic anti-associative. 
There are only two cyclic anti-associative systems of three elements 
where m = 2. 
All the products of system l can be represented by xi,xj = xi+l• 
All of the products of system 2 can be represented by x1,xj = xj_ 1• All 
of the products of system 3 can be represented by xi,xj = xj_ 2• All of 
the products of system 4 can be represented by xi•xj = x1+2• This shews 
that cyclic anti-associati ve systems of three elements have a definite 
pattern. Either xi•xj = xj-g or xi,xj = xi+g where O < g < 3. Are there 
cyclic anti-associative systems of n elements that follow this pattern? 
Thearem 7. A system, s, of n elements (x1, x 2, •••, xn) is cyclic 
anti-associative if x.,x. = x (or x.•xj = xj ) where i, j ~ n, g is 
J. J i+g J. -g 
a constant, and O < g < n. 
Proof: xi•(vj,xk) = xi,xj+g = xi+g• 
(xi,xj),xk = xi+g·xk = xi+2g• 
Thus, Sis cyclic anti-associative. 
However, this is not the only form of cyclic anti-associative 
systems. The system 
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Chart 7 
The Cyclic Anti-associative System where a•a = c, a•c = c, m = 2. 
If Then 
a,a = c a.(a.a) = a-c = c and (a 0 a) 0 a = c,a 
8•C = C 
c•(a•a) = c.c =band (c.a )•a= b•a 
c,(a•c) = C•C =band (c.a)•c = b•c 
By 
Definition 
C•C = b 
C•b = b 
baa= a 
b•C = 8 
a b C d 
a b d b b 
b b d b b 
C b d b b 
d b d b b 
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is cyclic anti-associative with m = 2. This is verifi ed by the following 
equations. 
x . •(x.,a) = x •b = d. ]. J i 
(x.•x.)•a = b. ]. J 
X.•(X.•b) = X.•d = b. ]. J ]. 
(X.•X.)•b = d. ]. J 
x.,(x.,c) = x •b = d. ]. J i 
(x.•x . )•c = b. ]. J 
x. •(x . •d) = x.•b = d. ]. J ]. 
(xi,xj)•d = b. 
Not only is this system cyclic anti-associative, but it is not of the form 
of Theorem 7. 
SEMI-ASSOCIATIVE SYSTEMS 
A permutation is a one-to-one mapping of a finite set onto itself. 
If xi~xi+g where g is a constant; 0 s g < n; xi+n = x1, then the 
permutation is cyclic. A cyclic permutation whic maps each element onto 
itself, g = o, is called an identity permutation. The cyclic permutations 
where O < g < n were used in defining cyclic anti-associative systems. 
All permutations which are not cyclic are called noncyclic permuta-
tions. 
- Let x. (P) be the element corresponding to x. with is n in a permu-
i i 
tation, P of n elements. If 
(xj•xk)·~ = xi (P) whenever 
xj•(xk·~) = xi for all i, J, k, h s n, 
then the system is ~-associative. 
The identity permutation, g = o, will cause xj•(Xk•~) = (xj,xk)·~· 
All such systems will be associa t ive. The cyc l i c permutations with 
0 < g < n will cause (xj,xk)·~ = xi+g whenever ·xj•(xk·~) = xi. All 
such systems will be cyclic anti-associative. 
The noncyclic permutations result in systems that are neither asso-
ciative nor anti-associative and, in special cases, associative and anti-
essoci ative systems. If the element (xj,xk)·~ maps onto itself in ,,tqe 
noncyclic permutation for all h~ ;,; k, then xj•(xk.~) = x.•(xk•~). The 
result is an associative system. If t he element X;•(xk•x.) does not map 
., h 
onto itsel f i n th e noncycl i c permut at i on for all 1i, u; k, then 
xj •(xk 0 ~) ~ Xj•(X k•~ ). The r esult i s an anti-associative system. 
The syst em 
a b C 
a b b b 
b b b b 
C b b a 
is semi-asso cia t i ve by the noncycli c permutation (a ~c, b ~b, c ~a), 
and is associ ative. The follow i ng equations verify the previous state-
ments about the sys t em. 
The system 
x.•(x.•a) = x •b = b. 
l. J i 
(x.,x.) a= b. 
l. J 
X. •(X.•b) = X •b = b. 
l. J i 
(x.•x.)•b = b. 
l. J 
Xi•(Xj•C) =xi.a= b, or Xi•(XJ•C) = Xi•b = b. 
( X .• X . ) • C = a. C = b, or ( X . • X . ) • C = b. C = b. 
l. J l. J 
xi•(xj.xk) = (xi,xj)•xk for all i 1 j, k ~ 3. 
a b C 
a c c a 
b C C a 
C C C a 
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is semi-associative by the noncyclic permutation (a~c, b~b, c~a), 
and is anti-associative. The following equations verify the previous 
statements about the system. 
x . • (x.•a) = x •c = a. 
J. J i 
(x.•x.)•a = c. 
J. J 
X . • ( X .• b) = xJ. •• C = a. 
J. J 
(xi,xj)•b = c. 
x .• (x .• c) = x .. a = c. 
J. J 1. 
(xi• X. )•c = a • 
• J 
xi•(xj~xk) i (xi.xj)•xk for all i, j 1 k ~ 3. 
Semi-associative systems are general systems that ·include associa-
tive, anti-associative, and neither associative nor anti-associative 
systems. 
CONCLcSIONS 
Semi-associative systems are directly linked with the permutations 
of the elements, The permutations on n elements form a group with re-
spect to permutation multiplication. [5] Permutation multiplication 
is one permutation followed by another, 
The study of groups [5] is basic to all modern algebra. This 
connection between groups and semi-associative systems should provide 
ample opportunity for further research. 
SEMI-ASSOCIATIVE SYSTEMS 
A permutation is a one-to-one mapping of a finite set onto itself. 
If x. ~ x. where g is a constant; 0 ::;; g < n; x. = x1, then the l l~ ~ 
permutation is cyclic. A cyclic permutation whic . maps each element onto 
itself, g = o, is called an identity permutation. The cyclic permutations 
where O < g < n were used in defining cyclic anti-associative systems. 
All permutations which are not cyclic are called noncyclic permuta-
tions. 
(P) 
x. be the element corresponding to x. with i ::;; n in a permu-
1 l 
Let 
tation, P of n elements. If 
(xj•xk)·~ = xi (P) whenever 
xj•(xk·~) = xi for all i, j, k, h::;; n, 
then the system is semi-associative. 
The identity permutation, g = o, will cause xj•(xk·~) = (xfxk)·~· 
All such systems will be associative. The cyc l i c permutations with 
0 < g < n will cause (x. ,x ) •x. = x. whenever x. •(xk• x. ) = x.. All J k h l+g J h l 
such systems will be cyclic anti-associative. 
The noncyclic permutations result in systems that are neither asso-
ciative nor anti-associative and, in special cases, associative and anti-
associ ~tive systems. If the element (xj-xk)·~ maps onto itself in ,the 
noncyclic permutation for all :ti~ u, k, then xj•(xk.~) = x.•(Xk•~). The 
result is an associative system. If the element x.•(xk,xh) does not map 
,l 
onto itself in the noncyclic permutation for all L, ui k, then 
xj •(xk•~) ~ Xj•(Xk•~). The result is an anti-associative system. 
The system 
a b C 
a b b b 
b b b b 
C b b a 
is semi-associative by the noncyclic permutation (a ~c, b ;=:b, c ~a), 
and is ass ociative. The following equations verify the previous state-
ments about the system. 
